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Abstract  

 

Cells are open complex thermodynamic systems. Energy transformations, thermo-electro-chemical processes and 

transports occur across the cells membranes. Different thermo-electro-biochemical behaviours occur between health 

and disease states. Moreover, living systems waste heat, the result of the internal irreversibility. This heat is dissipated 

into the environment. But, this wasted heat represent a sort of information, which outflows from the cell toward its 

environment, completely accessible to any observer. Consequently, the analysis of irreversibility related to this wasted 

heat can represents a new approach to study the behaviour of the cells. So, this approach allows us to consider the 

living systems as black boxes and analyze only the inflows and outflows and their changes in relation to the 

modification of the environment. Therefore, information on the systems can be obtained by analyzing the changes in 

the cell heat wasted in relation to external perturbations. In this paper, a review of the recent results obtained by using 

this approach is proposed in order to highlight its thermodynamic fundamental: it could be the beginning of a new 

engineering science, the bioengineering thermodynamics. Some experimental evidences from literature are 

summarized and discussed. The approach proposed can allow us to explain them. 

 

Keywords: Entropy generation; exergy; irreversibility; living systems; medicine and biochemistry thermodynamics; 

membrane transport. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cancer represents one of the most serious causes of death 

worldwide. Indeed, according to World Health Organization, 

in 2008, it accounted around the 13% of all deaths (7.6 × 106 

people). Statistical projection in 2030 highlights deaths from 

cancer to over 11 × 106 people [1,2]. 

Mechanical phenomena appears fundamental in any 

biological process at organ, tissue, cell and biomolecular 

motors, with consequences also on genes, such as c-MET, 

TP53, etc.: many processes in cells are related to nano-

mechanical properties of their membranes [3]. As a 

consequence of the experimental results that external forces 

or changes in cell or tissue determine some developments, 

physiological changes, but also diseases, a new biomedical 

engineering approach, based on the mechanical engineering 

of the open systems and named mechanobiology, has been 

introduced in the analysis of the living systems with a great 

number of related results in biomedicine [4]. This science 

can be considered an interdisciplinary field between 

mechanical sciences and biological and medical ones. On the 

base of system biology, the engineering approach to cell 

behaviour can develop the analysis of the bio-molecular 

transmission of the external signals in relation to their ability 

to alter the structure, function, and dynamics of a cell system 

[4]. So, the mechanobiology fundamental result is 

represented by the explanation of the molecular mechanisms 

of mechano-transduction, by which cells sense and respond 

to biomechanical signals and convert them into biochemical 

signals [4]. Indeed, a great number of receptors, such as 

ECM molecules, transmembrane proteins, cytoskeleton, 

nuclei, and lipid bilayer, are sensitive to mechanical stimuli 

and react to them by inside-outside and outside-inside 

transduction for cell.  

But, life is a nonselective process with a cooperative 

superposition of processes, interrelated one another, because 

the physiological stimuli are seldom dynamic, depending on 

the magnitude, frequency, and duration of external 

perturbations. Consequently, mechanobiology cannot 

support completely biologists and physicians in their 

analysis and studies. Indeed, as in engineering science, 

thermal, chemical and electromagnetic phenomena could be 

addresses in order to obtain a full approach to biosystems. To 

do so, thermodynamic analysis must be introduced in 

mechanobiology, and more in general in biomedical 

engineering, in order to obtain a new physical and 

engineering science for biosystems, useful to biologists and 

physicians: the bioengineering thermodynamics is growing.  

Indeed, engineering thermodynamics is the science 

which studies both energy and its best use in relation to the 

available energy resources with particular regards to energy 

conversion, including power production, refrigeration and 

relationships among the properties of matter, including also 

living matter. Energy is a thermodynamic property of any 

system in relation to a reference state, which changes during 

any process, while its total amount remains constant in 

relation to the universe (the system and its environment). In 

cells, many processes such as replication, transcription and 

translation need to convert molecular binding energy, 

chemical bond hydrolysis and electromagnetic gradients into 

mechanical work, related to conformational changes and 

displacements [5]. The biomechanical analysis of DNA has 

pointed out the connections among forces, thermodynamics, 
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nano-mechanical and electromagnetic behaviour of 

biological systems and kinetics [6,7]. So, we can argue that 

thermodynamics could be part of the mechanobiological 

approach in order to improve this science by analysing the 

biosystems also from a thermal point of view.  

Indeed, the fundamental role of thermodynamics in 

biology can be pointed out in some fundamental results in 

literature. Wilson, et al. [8] developed a thermodynamic 

relationships in mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, 

while, Waldeck, et al. [9] developed a nonequilibrium 

thermodynamics model describing the action of completely 

coupled Ca2+-ATPase by analysing the variation of the 

coupling stoichiometries with the magnitude of the 

electrochemical gradients, as the ATPase hydrolyzes ATP. 

Jin & Bethke [10] used a nonequilibrium thermodynamic 

approach in the context of the chemiosmotic model of proton 

translocation and energy conservation, obtaining that the rate 

at which electrons pass through the respiratory chain in 

mitochondria and respiring prokaryotic cells is described by 

the product of three terms, one describing electron donation, 

one acceptance, and a third, the thermodynamic drive. Their 

result is the first to account for both thermodynamic and 

kinetic controls on the respiration rate by highlighting the 

nonlinear dependence of flux on electrical potential gradient, 

its hyperbolic dependence on substrate concentration, and 

the inhibiting effects of reaction products. Moreover, Turina, 

et al. [11] developed a thermodynamic analysis of the proton 

transport-coupled ATP synthesis and hydrolysis. Demirel 

[12] developed a linear nonequilibrium thermodynamics 

approach by assuming that the biosystem is in the vicinity of 

global equilibrium, obtaining a nonisothermal reaction-

diffusion systems control of the behaviour of many transport 

and rate processes in physical, chemical and biological 

systems, such as pattern formation and chemical pumps. He 

has highlighted that a flow occurs without or against its 

primary thermodynamic driving force, which may be a 

gradient of temperature or chemical potential or reaction 

affinity. The analytical result lead to unique definitions of 

cross-coefficients between a chemical reaction and heat and 

mass flows in terms of kinetic parameters, transport 

coefficients and degrees of coupling. The result consists in 

new parameters fundamental to describe some coupled 

reaction-transport systems. Chowdhury & Chanda [13] have 

recently improved the thermodynamic approach on the 

electro-mechanical coupling in voltage-gated ion channels. 

But, all these fundamental thermodynamic approaches 

analyse particular biochemical and transport processes, 

representing a bases to develop a more general approach 

such to consider all the processes involved in the interaction 

between the bio-system and its environment. So, starting 

from these fundamental results an improvement towards a 

more general approach must be developed. Indeed, the first 

law of thermodynamics expresses the conservation of 

energy, while the second law states that entropy continuously 

increases for the system and its environment [14,15] and 

introduces the statistical and informational meaning of 

global quantities, and the third law allows us to link the 

second law to quantum mechanics and thermodynamics [16-

19]. Consequently, thermodynamics could results the 

fundamental science for the analysis of open systems when 

energy transfers and energy transformations occur.  

So, a powerful improvement can be developed in 

mechanobiology by introducing thermodynamics, with the 

consequence of suggesting a new science for the engineering 

analysis and control design of biosystems: a system theory 

which link together engineering thermodynamics, 

mechanobiology, biomedical engineering, 

biothermodynamics, bio-energy and systems biology. 

In this paper, a review of the physical bases of this new 

approach is summarized and the first results are discussed. 

To do so, in Section 2 the thermodynamic fundamentals are 

summarized, in Section 3 the use of the engineering 

thermodynamic results in biosystems is proposed. 

 

2. The Thermodynamic Fundamentals  

Nature, from a physical, biological, chemical and 

mathematical point of view, is a complex system, while from 

an engineering point of view, it is the "first" engineer! But, 

for scientists and engineers, dynamics and evolution of 

complex systems are not easy to predict. A fundamental 

approach to study complex system is thermodynamics. 

Indeed, this science is brief, simple, unambiguous, and 

continuously improving, able to provide global (engineering 

and irreversible thermodynamics), local (statistical 

thermodynamics), linear (classical thermodynamics) and 

complex (non-equilibrium and non-linear thermodynamics) 

approaches to natural systems. But, the result of too many 

schools of thermodynamics is the difficult in communication 

between thermodynamicists and other scientists and, also, 

among themselves. The solution is to try to obtain a unified 

approach based on the fundamentals of physics.  

Carnot [20] pointed out the existence of a well calculable 

limit for any conversion rate of the heat into the kinetic 

energy and work and Clausius [21] introduced the entropy in 

order to analyze just the dissipative processes [22]. But, the 

new thermodynamic standpoint for the evaluation of the lost 

exergy was introduced, independently, by Gouy [23-26], in 

1889, and by Stodola [27], in 1905.  

Recently, it has been highlighted that any effect in Nature 

is always the consequence of the dynamic balances of the 

interactions between the real systems and their environments 

[28-39]. Energy balances are the results of the exchange of 

energy, better exergy [41], between any real system and its 

environment [42-45]. The real systems evolution is always 

related to the decrease of their free energy, in the least time 

[16-19].  

Just these noticeable considerations represent the 

fundamentals for a possible proposal for the unification of 

the too many schools of thermodynamics just starting from 

two fundamental concepts of physics: interactions and flows. 

The result is the analytical formulation of flow-based 

analysis in thermodynamics, which can play the role of a 

"rallying point" of all the schools of thermodynamics. 

Indeed, if we consider natural systems we can highlight that 

they are always open systems, which means that they can 

exchange heat and mass with their environment. So, the 

interaction with the environment is a fundamental concept 

for the thermodynamic analysis. 

We consider the environment as a thermostat [46-48] and 

the system with its environment is an adiabatic closed system 

[49]. But, for an adiabatic close system, the total entropy 

always increases, as a consequence of the second law 

[46,48,49]. This total entropy can be written as [50,51]: 

 

𝑑𝑆 = 𝑑𝑖𝑆 + 𝑑𝑒𝑆  (1) 
 

where dS is the variation of the total entropy, deS is the 

entropy variation for interaction between the open system 

considered and its environment, and diS is the entropy 

variation due to irreversibility, such that: 
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𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
≥ 0 (2) 

 

Now, we can write Eq. (1) as [52]: 

 
𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
= ∫ [−∇ ∙ (

𝐐

𝑇
) + 𝑠�̇�] 𝑑𝑉

𝑉
 (3) 

 

where Q is the heat flow, T is the temperature, V is the 

volume, t is the time and �̇�𝑔  is the density of the entropy 

generation rate.  

Now, we consider that the stationary states of the open 

system correspond to the equilibrium states of the adiabatic 

closed system. Considering the system together with its 

environment, we are analyzing an adiabatic closed system, 

so the entropy variation for the volume considered is 

maximum at the equilibrium [47, 48]: 

 

𝑑𝑆 = 0 ⟹ −∇ ∙ (
𝐐

𝑇
) + 𝑠�̇� = 0    (4) 

and 

∇ ∙ (
𝐐

𝑇
) = 𝑠�̇�    (5) 

 
This last relation allows us to state that the flows between 

the system and its environment cause the entropy generation 

density. Now, considering that the rate of entropy generation 

density can be written as [52]: 

 

𝑠�̇� = ∑ 𝐉𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝐗𝐤  (6) 

 

where Jk is the flow of the k-th quantity involved in the 

process considered and Xk is the conjugated thermodynamic 

force [52]. In relation to the mathematical form (6) we must 

highlight the Curie principle [53] for which fluxes and forces 

of different tensor properties are never coupled in isotropic 

systems, so that we can consider the different component to 

be always independent one another [52].  

Now, considering that: 

 

∇ ∙ (
𝐐

𝑇
) = 𝑄 ∙ ∇ (

1

𝑇
) +

1

𝑇
∇ ∙ 𝐐 = ∑ 𝐉𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝐗𝑘   (7) 

 

Eq. (5) becomes: 

 
1

𝑇
∇ ∙ 𝐐 = ∑ 𝐉𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝐗𝑘 − 𝐐 ∙ ∇ (

1

𝑇
) (8) 

 

in agreement with Le Chatelier's principle [54], for which 

any change in concentration, temperature, volume, or 

pressure generates a readjustment of the system in opposition 

to the effects of the applied changes in order to establish a 

new equilibrium, or stationary state. It follows that the 

fundamental imperative of nature is to consume free energy 

in least time. This quest will yield the ubiquitous scale-free 

patterns [54]. Any readjustment of the state of the system can 

be obtained only by generating fluxes of free energy which 

entail any process where the system evolves from one state 

to another. The free energy “fuels" evolutionary processes so 

that the basic building blocks of the nature, the quanta of 

energy, are either absorbed from the surroundings to the 

systems in the form bound energy or emitted from the 

systems to the surroundings as freely propagating photons. 

 

3.  From Engineering Open Systems to Cells 

The approach previously summarized allows us to 

introduce some considerations [55-59]: 

1. The energy lost by a system is gained by the 

environment, consequently, the information lost by the 

system is gained by the environment: here the problem 

is to codify this information; 

2. The environment is completely accessible by any 

observer, so it is easy to collect data on the lost energy 

of any system; 

3. The flows cause entropy generation variations, 

consequently we can evaluate the entropy generation to 

obtain information to the flows, even when we are 

unable to evaluate the flows themselves; 

4. The entropy generation is a global quantity, so we can 

obtain global information on the cells, but from a 

biomedical point of view just the global cells behavior 

is the useful information. 

By taking into account these physical considerations [14, 

28-39, 43-46] a completely new approach to complex 

systems has been developed: the aim is to obtain an approach 

related to the spontaneous behaviour of the natural systems, 

based on the following considerations: 

1. An open irreversible real linear or non-linear system is 

considered; 

2. Each process has a finite lifetime ;  

3. What happens in each instant in the range [0,] is 

unknown, but what has happened after the time  is 

always known;  

4. The local equilibrium is required to define the global 

thermodynamic quantities;  

5. The balance equation is a balance of exergy fluxes. 

The fundamental hypotheses of this approach are: 

1. The work lost for irreversibility is energy collected by 

the environment; 

2. The environment temperature, always considered 

constant during any process. 

This approach is interesting in science and engineering 

because it allows us to analyse complex systems, partially 

inaccessible, on which our knowledge is, consequently, only 

partial. Biological systems represent example of such 

systems because they are able to adapt to the variation of 

environmental conditions; indeed, cells attain their “optimal” 

performance by a selection process driven by their 

environment. The resultant effect is a redistribution of 

energy and mass flows in their metabolic network, by using 

regulatory proteins.  

The bioengineering thermodynamic approach to 

biological systems consists in the analysis of the biological 

optimization process realized by the nature. It is no more 

than the classical and engineering thermodynamic analysis 

of the steady-state flux distribution [55-59], which are no 

more than the metabolic flows. So, in the analysis of the 

metabolic networks, consequently to the results of a 

sufficiently large set of experiments, the entropy production 

rate of the cells has been suggested to be maximized at the 

optimized state [55-59]. 

Entropy was introduced in classical thermodynamics in 

relation to the equilibrium states and reversible 

transformations. It is a state function. When an irreversible 

system is considered [46, 49, 60-63], mathematical 

inequalities appear, while physician and engineers need to 

use equality. So, entropy generation was introduced just to 

avoid these inequalities. So, the second law defines the 

entropy variation, S, for an irreversible system, as [14, 28, 

31, 38, 58]: 
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∆𝑆 = ∫ (
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
)

𝑟𝑒𝑣
= ∆𝑆𝑒 + 𝑆𝑔  (9) 

 

where ∆Se is the entropy variation that could be obtained 

through a reversible path on which the system exchanges the 

same fluxes across its boundaries, Sg is the entropy 

generation, i.e. the entropy variation due to irreversibility. 

But, during any process, only entropy really varies, so 

nothing is really produced or generated [64]. Consequently, 

entropy generation, the entropy variation due to 

irreversibility, Sg, is not more than a quantity that allows us 

to measure how far the system is from the state that the 

system could attain through a reversible path [36]. The 

analytical definition of entropy generation is defined as [49]: 

 

𝑆𝑔 = ∫ �̇�𝑔𝑑𝑡
𝜏

0
       (10) 

 

where   is the lifetime of the process under consideration, 

which can be defined as the range of time in which the 

process occurs [49] and: 

 

�̇�𝑔 =
𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
− ∑

�̇�

𝑇𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 − ∑ 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛 + ∑ 𝐺𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑛      (11) 

 

where Q is the heat exchanged, T is the temperature of the 

thermal source, s is the specific entropy and G is the mass 

flow. Moreover, for any open system, the entropy balance in 

a local form can be written as [52]: 

 
𝜕𝑠

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑣∇ ∙ [

𝐐

𝑇
+ ∑ 𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑖(�̇�𝑖 − �̇�𝐵)] = 𝑣𝜎           (12) 

 

where s = S/m, is the specific entropy, S is the entropy,  is 

the entropy production density, v is the specific volume, Q is 

the heat flow, �̇�𝑖  is the relative velocity in relation to the 

centre of mass reference, and �̇�𝐵  is the centre of mass 

velocity. Now, we consider the Gibb’s relation can be 

introduced [52]: 

 

𝑇
𝑑𝑠

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑝

𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
− ∑ 𝜇𝑖

𝑑𝑐𝑖

𝑑𝑡𝑖  (13) 

 

where s  is the specific entropy, u is the internal specific 

energy, v is the specific volume, p is the pressure, i are the 

chemical potentials, ci is the concentrations, T is the 

temperature and 𝑑/𝑑𝑡 = 𝜕/𝜕𝑡 + �̇�𝐵 ∙ ∇ . We consider also 

the following relations for the specific internal energy [52]: 

 
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑𝑞

𝑑𝑡
− 𝑝

𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
− 𝑣𝚷: ∇�̇�𝐵 + 𝑣 ∑ 𝐉𝑘 ∙ 𝐅𝑘𝑘  (14) 

𝑑𝑞

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑣∇ ∙ 𝐐                            (15) 

𝑑𝑐𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= −(∇ ∙ 𝐉𝑖 − ∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑗𝐽𝑗𝑗 )                 (16) 

 

where q is the heat per unit mass,  = P – p I with  total 

pressure tensor, p hydrostatic pressure and I identity matrix 

of which the elements are Ijk = jk = 1 if j = k and 0 in the 

other cases, a:b =ijaijbji is the product between two tensors 

a and b, Jk = k (�̇�𝑖 − �̇�𝐵) is the diffusion flows and Fk are 

the forces, Jj is the chemical reaction rate of the j-th chemical 

reaction and ij are quantities such that if they are divided by 

the molecular mass of the i-th component they are 

proportional to the stoichiometric coefficients. So, by 

introducing the relations (14), (15) and (16) in the relation 

(13), considering the electro-chemical affinity Ã = A + Z   

related also to pH variation and the electric field variation, 

with Aj = k kjj, Z the electric charge per unit mass,  the 

electrostatic potential, and 𝑑/𝑑𝑡 = 𝜕/𝜕𝑡 + �̇�𝐵 ∙ ∇ , the 

relation (12) holds [52]: 

 

�̇� = −
𝑣

𝑇2 𝐐 ∙ ∇𝑇 − 𝑣 ∑ 𝐉𝑘 ∙ ∇ (
�̃�𝑘

𝑇
)𝑘 −

𝑣

𝑇
𝚷: ∇�̇�𝐵 −

𝑣

𝑇
∑ 𝐽𝑗Ã𝑗 +

𝑣

𝑇
∑ 𝐉𝑘 ∙ 𝐅𝑘𝑘𝑗  (17)  

 

From which a general form for the entropy generation can be 

obtained: 

 

𝑆𝑔 = ∫ 𝑑𝑉
𝑉

[− ∫
𝑣

𝑇2 𝐐 ∙ ∇𝑇𝑑𝑡
𝜏1

0
− ∫ 𝑣 ∑ 𝐉𝑘 ∙ ∇ (

�̃�𝑘

𝑇
) 𝑑𝑡 −𝑘

𝜏2

0

∫
𝑣

𝑇
𝚷: ∇�̇�𝐵𝑑𝑡

𝜏3

0
− ∫

𝑣

𝑇

𝜏4

0
∑ 𝐽𝑗𝑗 Ã𝑗𝑑𝑡 + ∫

𝑣

𝑇

𝜏5

0
∑ 𝐉𝑘 ∙ 𝐅𝑘𝑑𝑡𝑘 ]  (18)  

 

where: 

1. Sg,tf is the entropy generation due to the thermal flux 

driven by temperature difference; 

Sg,dc is the entropy generation due to the diffusion 

current driven by chemical potential gradients, with �̃� = 

 + Z  electrochemical potential,  chemical potential;  

2. Sg,vg is the entropy generation due to the velocity 

gradient coupled with viscous stress; 

3. Sg,cr is the entropy generation due to the chemical 

reaction rate driven by affinity, always positive; 

4. Sg,de is the entropy generation due to the dissipation due 

to work by interaction with the environment; 

and i, i  are the lifetimes [65] of any process. 

Cells are biological engines with specifically ordered 

chemical reactions. A part of their energy is lost as heat 

outflow and only the resulting products of biochemical 

processes are known, while any individual step is largely 

inaccessible. Consequently, the study of cells can be 

developed by introducing the black box model where only 

the spontaneous cell flows are considered. Any possible 

control of the cell behaviour is introduced by a control of the 

flows themselves: it is related to the entropy generation Sg,de 

due to work lost by interaction with external forces and fields 

(electric, magnetic, mechanical, etc.). 

Therefore, the spontaneous exchange of heat represents 

the interaction or, here, the spontaneous communication 

between the cell and its environment [66-69], i.e., the heat 

flow across the cells membrane. In particular, considering 

that [50]: 

 

�̇�𝑔 = 𝐉𝐔 ∙ ∇ (
1

T
) + ∑ 𝐉𝑁𝑖

∙ ∇ (
μ̃

T
)i     (19)  

 
where JU is the energy flow, T is the temperature, �̃� = 𝜇 +
𝑍𝜙  is the electrochemical potential,  is the chemical 

potential, Z is the electric charge per unit mass,   is the 

electrostatic potential and JNi is the molar flow (ions 

included). This heat flow is the consequence of irreversible 

processes within cells and this is easily developed by using 

the approach previously introduced and named bio-

engineering thermodynamics. Indeed, it is easily to highlight 

that any irreversible process inside the cell causes flows 

across the cell membrane and that, conversely, any flow 

across the membrane causes a variation of the entropy 

generation [70-74]. This entropy generation is related to the 

work (more general energy) lost for irreversibility and to the 

temperature of the system’s environment, which is 

considered as a thermostat. This approach considers the total 

entropy generation as the fundamental quantity useful to this 

work lost. So, this quantity has been evaluated. The full 
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approach used to evaluate any term of the entropy generation 

is developed in Refs. [72], while, in this paper, the result is 

summarized as follows: 

1. The volume of the cell is evaluated by a characteristic 

length, in transport phenomena usually considered the 

diameter of the cell approximated as the diameter of a sphere: 

 

𝐿 = (
6𝑉

𝜋
)

1/3

= 2𝑟     (20)  

 

with r being the cell radius; 

2. The mean environmental temperature can be assumed as 

T0 = 310 K and the mean cell temperature has been estimated 

to be T0 + T. The quantity T would be experimentally 

evaluated for different cells lines in relation to their 

metabolism; 

3. The internal energy density results in u = 3.95×107 Jm-

3, being calculated as the ratio between the ATP energy, U = 

3×10-7 J and the mean value of the cell inside the human 

body, V = 7600 m3. It must be emphasized that this is an 

approximation because  the cell volume inside the human 

body is in the range of 200-15000 m3;  

4. The thermal molecular mean velocity inside the 

cytoplasm is considered to be = 5×10-5 ms-1; 

5. the membrane volume is calculated with 

 

𝑉𝑚 =
4

3
π𝑟3 −

4

3
π(𝑟 − 𝑑𝑒)3 = 0.992 𝑉  (21) 

 

being de = 0.2 r; 

6. The chemical potential gradient can be approximated 

through the ratio between the mean value of the chemical 

potential  = 1.20×10-9 J kg-1 and the membrane length dm =  

0.01 m, with the mean density being  = 1000 kg m-3; 

7. The viscosity is taken to be 6.91×10-3 N s m-2; 

8.   2.07×10-3 N s m-2 at 30°C; 

9. �̇�𝐵 is set as 3.0×10-6 m s-1; 

10. 1 is the time related to the thermal flow driven by 

temperature difference. It can be assessed considering that 

the time constant of the thermal transient for heat conduction 

is: 

 

𝜏𝑐𝑣 ≈
𝜌𝑐𝑉

ℎ𝐴
     (22) 

 

with  1000 kg m-3 density, V the cell volume, A the 

external cell surface,  c4186 J kg-1K-1 specific heath, and h 

the convection heat transfer coefficient evaluated as: 

 

ℎ ≈ 0.023
𝜆

𝐿
𝑅𝑒0.8𝑃𝑟0.35     (23) 

 

where   0.6 W m-1K-1 of heat conductibility [111], L the 

characteristic dimension of the cell (here we have considered 

the diameter), Re  0.2 the Reynolds number and Pr  7 the 

Prandtl number. The process would have occurred in a time 

1  5 cv. For human cells this value can be considered in the 

range 15-269 ms;  

11. 2 is the time related to the diffusion current driven by 

chemical potential gradients. It can be evaluated as: 

 

𝜏2 ≈
𝑑

𝐷
     (24) 

 

with d = 0.01 m, i.e., the length of the membrane, and D 

being the diffusion coefficient. Considering that the 

diffusion coefficient of glucose is approximately 10-9 m2s-1 it 

follows that 2  10 s; 

12. 3 is the time related to the velocity gradient coupled 

with viscous stress. This time can be evaluated as the 

propagating time of a mechanical wave on the surface of the 

cell: 

 

𝜏3 ≈
2𝜋𝑟

𝑐
     (25) 

 

with c  1540 m s-1 the sound velocity, considered to be the 

same in biological tissue; 

13. 4 is the time related to the chemical reaction rate driven 

by affinity and it can be evaluated considering the 

magnitude order of a chemical reaction in a cell ( 10-7 

mol s-1l-1). Moreover, we consider that the moles number 

is proportional to the density of the chemical species (for 

glucose 1540 kg m-3) and the volume of the cell itself. It 

follows that this time is in the range 17-1283 ns;  

14. 5 is the time related to the dissipation due to work by 

interaction with the external forces. It depends on the 

interaction considered 

15. 𝑆𝑔,𝑡𝑓 ≈
𝑢𝐿2�̇�𝑡ℎ

6𝑇2
∆𝑇𝜏1 = 𝛼 ∙ ∆𝑇 ∙ 𝐿2 is the entropy 

generation due to the thermal flux driven by temperature 

difference; 

16. 𝑆𝑔,𝑑𝑔 ≈
�̇�𝑡ℎ𝑉𝑚

𝑇

∑ 𝜌𝑖(𝜇𝑖,𝑜𝑠−𝜇𝑖,𝑖𝑠)𝑖

𝑑𝑚

𝜏
2

= 𝛽 ∙ 𝐿3  is the entropy 

generation due to the diffusion current driven by 

chemical potential gradients; 

17. 𝑆𝑔,𝑣𝑔 ≈
4𝜋

𝑇
𝜂

ẋ𝐵
2

𝑟𝑑𝑒

𝜏3 =
𝛾

𝐿2
 is the entropy generation due to 

the velocity gradient coupled with viscous stress; 

18. 𝑆𝑔,𝑐𝑟 ≈ 𝑉𝜏4 ∑
𝑁𝑖

𝑇
𝑖 Ãi = L3 is the entropy generation due 

to the electrochemical reaction rate driven by 

electrochemical affinity Ã = A + Z , with  

chemical affinity, related also to pH variation and the 

membrane’s electric field variation; 

19. 𝑆𝑔,𝑑𝑒 ≈ − ∫ 𝑑𝑉
𝑉

∫
𝜈

𝑇

𝜏5

0
∑ 𝐉

𝑘
∙ 𝐅𝑘𝑑𝑡𝑘 = −𝜅𝐿3  is the 

entropy generation due to dissipation caused by work 

through interaction with the environment; it depends on 

the kind of field considered; 

20.  are coefficients depending on the 

environmental parameters (temperature, chemicals 

concentrations, etc.) and on the cell characteristics 

(density, volume, etc.)  

21. L is a characteristic length, introduced as usually done 

in transport phenomena. 

Consequently, the total entropy generation for a cell can 

be written as a function of the mean diameter: 

 

𝑆𝑔 ≈ 𝛼 ∙ Δ𝑇 ∙ 𝐿2 + (𝛽 − 𝜅)𝐿3 +
𝛾

𝐿2 + 𝜀𝐿     (26) 

 

Many experiments have been developed to obtain nano-

mechanical properties of cell membranes, and the 

bioengineering thermodynamics has been verified by 

considering them. Here, just one of them is summarized, the 

experimental results of Pelling et al. [3] on the elastic 

response of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae membrane to an 

external applied force. To compare the theoretical results 

with the experimental ones, the power lost due to the 

irreversibility for elastic deformation has been evaluated by 

the following relations: 

thx

A
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�̇�𝜆 =
𝑇𝑆𝑔,𝑣𝑔

𝜏3

Δ𝑉

𝑉
=

1

2
𝜚𝐴2(2𝜋𝜈)2𝑐         (27) 

 

where V is the variation of the volume due to elastic 

deformation and the original volume and V is the original 

volume, so the greater is the cell the less will be the effect of 

the nanomechanical stress, A = (3.0  0.5) nm is the 

amplitude of the elastic perturbation,  is the density of the 

medium,  = 1.6 kHz is the frequency of the elastic wave and 

c 1540 m s-1 is the sound velocity in the medium 

considered. So, it results (1.11  0.37)×10-4 W. The value 

obtained by using the (1.18  0.04)×10-4 W. These two 

results agree by 94% and the theoretical value is inside the 

range of the experimental one. 

Consequently, cell membrane changes its behaviour in 

relation to the ionic flows across its surface with effects on 

the chemical reactions inside the cell itself.  

Moreover, an experiment has been developed to obtain 

also a direct proof. Therefore the spontaneous heat 

exchanged by the cell represents the interaction or the 

spontaneous communication between the cell and its 

environment. The proposed thermodynamic theory predicts 

that the temperature difference between cells with distinct 

metabolic characteristics can be amplified by an altered 

interaction with the external environment, due to the entropy 

generation term related to the interaction of the system with 

the external fields. The experiments carried out on cells 

exposed to low frequency electromagnetic waves 

consolidate the thermodynamic approach. Indeed, through 

infrared thermography a nondimensional number, thermal 

dispersion index, was evaluated. This number represents the 

inability of the cells to fit their thermal power to 

environmental changes. Primary fibroblasts display a high 

dispersion index, with a maximal value of 800% vs NIH3T3 

immortalized line, which means that the primary fibroblasts 

adjust more efficiently their thermal production or 

dissipation than the NIH3T3 cells. This significant 

difference implies that, when exposed to selected 

environmental conditions, transformed cells dissipate heat 

more slowly than their normal counterpart. The results of this 

experimental approach demonstrate that selecting 

environmental conditions it is possible to appreciate distinct 

cellular phenotypes; these differences can be evaluated by 

thermal dispersion patterns measured by infrared 

thermography. The experiment confirmed the 

bioengineering thermodynamics theoretical results. 

But, in literature, there exist other experiments which 

represent a confirmation on one hand, and which can be find 

an explanation on the theory itself. Indeed, they highlight the 

biophysical and biochemical consequences of the interaction 

between the cells systems and tissues and their environment, 

as expected by the previous discussion. Some of these 

experimental evidences can be summarized as follows: 

1. in vitro studies: 

 HeLa (human cervical cancer) and PC-12 (rat 

pheochromocytoma) cells, continuously exposed for 

72h, to ELF-EMF of (1.2 ± 0.1) mT, at 60 Hz, decrease 

in proliferation 18.4% (HeLa) and 12.9% (PC-12) [75];  

 HeLa cells exposed to PEMF of 0.18 T, at 0.8 Hz, for 

16h: they decrease of 15% in proliferation, as observed 

24h later [76]; 

 PC-12 cells exposed to ELF-EMF at 50 Hz of different 

intensities and durations: transient decrease of the 

proliferation rate and morpholigical differentiation has 

been observed [77]; 

 Human colon adenocarcinoma cells exposed to ELF-

EMF of 1.5 mT peak and 1 Hz, for 360 min: they 

decrease in cell growth [78]; 

 HCA-2/1cch (human colon adenocarcinoma) cells 

exposed to 25 Hz, 1.5 mT, for 2 h and 45 min in 

presence of dexamethasone: they decrease of (55.84 ± 

7.35)% in the relative cells number [79]; 

 HTB 63 (melanoma), HTB 77 IP3 (ovarian carcinoma), 

and CCL 86 (lymphoma; Raji cells) cell lin: 64 h 

exposure under a 7T uniform static magnetic field leads 

to reduction of viable cell number by (19.04 ± 7.32)% 

(HTB 63), (22.06 ± 6.19)% (HTB 77 IP3), and (40.68 

± 8.31)% (CCL 86) [80]; 

 WiDr (human colon adenocarcinoma), MCF-7 (human 

breast adenocarcinoma), and MRC-5 (embryonal lung 

fibroblast) have been exposed to 3 mT static MF, 

modulated in amplitude with 3 mT ELF-MF, at 50 Hz, 

with a superimposition of ELF magnetic field, for 20 

min. Both WiDr and MCF-7 cells showed 

morphological evidence of increased apoptosis. MRC-

5 cells remained intact and did not show any increase 

in apoptosis [81]; 

 HL-60 and ML-1 (Human Myeloblastic Leukemia) 

cells undergo apoptosis (detected through ladder type-

DNA fragmentation) after exposure at 50 Hz, 45 mT 

ELF-EMF for time periods of 1 and 2.5 h [82];  

 SCL II (human squamous cell carcinoma) cells and 

AFC (human amniotic fluid) continuously exposed at 

50 Hz, 0.8-1.0 mT EMF, for 48 h and 72 h: they 

increase in the frequency of micronucleus (MN) 

formation and the induction of apoptosis has been 

observed [83];  

 SH-SY5Y (human neuroblastoma) cells continuously 

exposed to a 900 MHz radiofrequency radiation (SAR: 

1 W kg-1), for 24 h: reduction in the viability of 

neuroblastoma cells [84]; 

2. in vivo studies: 

 Antitumor and immunomodulatory effects of pulsed 

magnetic fields have been observed when the pulse 

width is 238 s, the peak magnetic field is 0.25 T, the 

frequency 25 Hz, 1000 Hz and the magnetically 

induced eddy currents in B16-BL6 melanoma model 

mice is 0.79–1.54 A m-2. Exposure of mice in pulsed 

magnetic fields lasted in 16 days. Anticancer and 

immunomodulatory properties of pulsed magnetic 

stimulation and decrease of tumor growth and elevated 

production of tumor necrosis factor (TNF-a) have been 

observed in mouse spleens [85];  

 Extremely low-frequency pulsed-gradient magnetic 

field with the maximum intensity of 0.6–2.0 T, gradient 

of 10–100 T m-1, pulse width of 20–200 ms and 

frequency of 0.16–1.34 Hz, presented antitumor and 

antiangiogenic properties, in exposed Kunming mice 

bearing murine tumor [86-88]; 

 Male Fischer-344 rats, subjected to the modified 

resistant hepatocyte model, were exposed to 4.5 mT - 

120 Hz ELF-EMF. The results showed a decrease of 

more than 50% of the number and the area of -

glutamyl transpeptidase-positive preneoplastic lesions, 

glutathione S-transferase placental expression, a 

decrease of proliferating cell nuclear antigen, Ki-67, 

and cyclin D1 expression. These results showed 
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inhibition of preneoplastic lesions, through 

antiproliferative activity of ELF-EMF [89]; 

 Nude mice, bearing a subcutaneous human breast 

tumour (MDA-MB-435), were exposed for 70 min 

daily, for six consecutive weeks, to modulated MF 

(static with a superimposition of extremely low 

frequency fields at 50 Hz), of total intensity of 5.5 mT. 

The anticancer activity of MF was compared to that of 

cyclophosphamide. The inhibition on spread and 

growth of lung metastases caused by MF was greater 

than that caused by cyclophosphamide [90];  

3. clinic studies 

 A combination of tumor-specific frequencies may have 

a therapeutic effect. A total of 1524 frequencies, 

ranging from 0.1 to 114 kHz, were identified from 163 

cancer patients, while a compassionate treatment was 

offered to 28 patients with advanced cancer (breast, 

ovarian pancreas, colon, prostate, sarcoma and other 

types of cancer). The patients received a total of 278.4 

months of experimental treatment and the median 

treatment duration was 4.1 months per patient. None of 

the patients, who received experimental therapy, 

reported any side effects of significance. Two of the 

patients presented a complete and partial response to 

the treatment and four patients presented stable disease. 

A woman, with breast cancer, showed a complete 

disappearance of some lesions, according to PET-CT 

(Positron emission tomography - computed 

tomography), and significant improvement of the 

overall condition. Thus, the tumor-specific frequencies 

provide an effective and well tolerated treatment which 

may present antitumor properties in end-stage patients 

[91]; 

 Eleven patients with mean age of 60 years and with 

stage IV, locally advanced or metastatic disease 

(adenocarcinoma, duct carcinoma, squamous cell 

carcinoma and other types), were enrolled in a human 

pilot study conducted. Patients were exposed for 5 

days/week, over 4 weeks, according to two different 

static magnetic fields schedules: 20 min daily (4 

patients) and 70 min daily (7 patients). Results showed 

that MF-exposed patients present mild or no side 

effects. Moreover, this pilot study supports the 

evidence that human exposure to MF with specific 

physical characteristics is associated with a favorable 

safety profile and good tolerability [92]; 

 Ten patients with recurrent glioblastoma was treated by 

using a 100-300 kHz magnetic fields. No serious 

adverse events were observed in all patients, after > 70 

months of cumulative treatment. The median time of 

disease progression and median overall survival were 

more than double than the reported medians of 

historical control patients. This type of fields can be 

used as a safe and effective treatment for cancer 

patients [93]; 

 In 2008, a pilot study was developed to investigate the 

safety and efficacy of low-intensity, intermediate-

frequency electric fields in 6 patients (heavily 

pretreated with several lines of therapy) with metastatic 

solid tumors, while no additional standard treatment 

option was available to them. A device was used to emit 

the frequencies 100–200 kHz, at a field intensity of 0.7 

V/cm. A patient presented 51% reduction in tumor size, 

after 4 weeks of fields’ treatment. Also, an arrest of 

tumor growth was seen in three patients, during 

treatment. Despite the small number of patients, this 

study revealed that this type of electric fields presented 

lack of toxicity and significant efficacy in patients’ 

treatment [94]; 

 In a recent phase I/II clinical study, 41 patients with 

advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), were 

subjected to very low levels of electromagnetic fields 

modulated at HCC specific frequencies (410.2Hz-

20365.3Hz). Patients were being administered with 

three-daily 60 min outpatient treatments, till the disease 

progression or death. During treatment no NCI grade 2, 

3 or 4 toxicities (grades based on National Cancer 

Institute Common Terminology Criteria (CTC) for 

adverse events), were observed, while most of the 

patients reported complete disappearance or decrease 

of pain shortly after treatment initiation. Four patients 

presented a partial response to the treatment, while 16 

patients (39%) had a stable disease for more than 12 

weeks. This type of EMFs provided a safe and well 

tolerated treatment, as well as evidence of anticancer 

effects in HCC-patients [95]. 

 

4.  Conclusions 

This paper has presented a short review of a new 

thermodynamic approach to open and complex systems, with 

particular regards for applications in bioengineering. The 

basis of this approach is the interaction between the open 

systems and their environments. The consequence of this 

interaction is the entropy generation variation which is 

determined by mass, energy, ions and chemical flows across 

the boundary of the system. But, the flows represents also the 

communications between system and environment. It is easy 

to develop observations of the environment, so the analysis 

of the entropy generation of the system, but evaluated by the 

environment can be easily developed. 

This approach has been confirmed by the comparisons of 

its theoretical results and the related experiments in 

literature, but also by a specific experiment developed in 

vitro. This approach represents a link between engineering 

thermodynamics, mechanobiology, biomedical engineering, 

biology and medicine, with the consequence of becoming a 

new standpoint in relation to the study of biomedical systems 

(Figure 1). Consequently, it is the first step to open new 

frontiers to thermodynamics, the starting point for a new 

interdisciplinary science for the engineering and physical 

analysis of biosystems, the bioengineering thermodynamics. 

If the scientific community of thermodynamics will develop 

this approach to biosystems, new research frontiers in 

biomedical and pharmaceutical topics will be open to 

thermal sciences and engineering. 

 

 

Figure 1. Bioengineering thermodynamics as intersection of 

the thermodynamics and biological disciplines. 
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There exists many methods of cancer treatment, i.e. 

chemotherapy, radiation therapy, surgery, immunotherapy, 

monoclonal antibody therapy, etc. The better treatment for 

the patient is selected by examining the general situation of 

his health, the type of cancer, the location of tumour, grade 

of the tumor, and the stage of the disease. Certain kinds of 

cancer, due to their complexity, require combination of 

treatments. Often, other unpleasant effects accompany these 

therapeutic methods, such as fatigue, nausea and vomiting, 

loss of appetite, pain, hair loss, nerve and muscle effects, 

metastasis and many others. Consequently, the actual aim of 

therapeutic research is to increase the therapeutic effect and 

reduce the unpleasant effects and to allow clinicians to treat 

certain cancers currently not yet curable [78,79,96]. 

Electromagnetic fields could be used as a low-cost, safe, and 

adjuvant treatment of the existing anticancer therapy. There 

is data supporting the opinion that the use of EMFs has 

effects on cancer. 

Some results in literature confirm our conclusions and the 

approach itself. But, some consideration must be developed 

on them. Indeed, there exist some difficulties in the 

reproducibility of experimental findings, due to not clearly 

described protocols or not accurate application of them [97-

100]. Moreover, the exposure of AFC cells did not reveal any 

significant differences, compared to control, at different 

EMF intensities and various exposure periods [83] and the 

static magnetic fields seem not to affect the proliferation of 

normal cell lines: MRC-5 cells exposed to 3mT static MF, 

modulated in amplitude with 3mT ELF-MF, at 50 Hz, with a 

superimposition of ELF magnetic field, for 20 min, remained 

intact and did not show any increase in apoptosis [81]. 

Furthermore, normal human peripheral blood leukocytes did 

not undergo DNA fragmentation, when exposed to ELF-

EMF at 50 Hz, 45 mT ELF-EMF for time periods of 1 and 

2.5 h [82]. But, these fails can be explained as the positive 

results, by using the thermodynamic approach suggested. 

Indeed, all the theoretical models have been developed to 

highlight the effect of electromagnetic fields on cells. They 

use a RC-circuit for the analysis. Some thermodynamic 

models have been introduces by using local entropy 

production, but they have the aim to describe the behaviour 

of the cell in relation to its internal biochemical reaction. 

Consequently, they have not analysed the different 

behaviour between normal and cancer cells [101-113]. 

On the contrary, the thermodynamic approach suggested 

allows us to describe the effects of the external fields on the 

whole cell in relation to its metabolism or energy 

managements, with particular interest to the flows across its 

membrane, i.e. the interaction between the cell and the 

environment. Consequently, it allows us to evaluate the 

frequency and the intensity of the electromagnetic field in 

relation to each cell geometrical and biophysical properties. 
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Nomenclature 

Ã   Electrochemical affinity (J mol-1) 

A   Chemical affinity  (J mol-1) 

𝑐    Sound velocity (m s-1) 

𝑐𝑖   Concentration  (kg m-3) 

𝑑   Elementary variation; diameter (m) 

𝐷   Diffusion coefficient (m2 s-1) 

𝐺  Mass flow (kg s-1) 

ℎ   Convection coefficient (W m-1 K-1) 

𝐿  Characteristic length (m) 

𝐉    General flow (kg m-2 s-1) 

𝑝   Pressure (Pa) 

𝐐   Heat flow (W m-2) 

𝑃𝑟  Prandtl number 

𝑟   Radius (m) 

𝑅𝑒 Reynolds number 

𝑠   Specific entropy (J kg-1 K-1) 

𝑆   Entropy (J K-1) 

𝑡   Time (s) 

𝑇   Temperature (K) 

𝑢   Specific internal energy (J kg-1) 

𝑈   Internal energy (J) 

𝑣   Specific volume (m3 kg-1) 

𝑉   Volume (m3) 

𝐗    General force (J m2 kg-1) 

𝑍   Specific electric charge (A s kg-1) 

 

𝜙   Electric potential (W A-1) 

�̃�   Electrochemical potential (J m2 kg-1) 

𝜇   Chemical potential (J m2 kg-1) 

𝜎   Mass density (kg m-3) 

𝜎   Entropy production (W m-3 K-1) 

𝜏   Characteristic time (s) 

𝚷  Total pressure tensor (Pa) 

 

∇ ∙ Divergence (m-1) 

∇   Gradient (m-1) 

∆   Variation  

 

Subscripts 

𝐵    Centre of mass 

𝑒     External interactions; reversible path 

𝑔     Generation 

𝑖      For irreversibility; i-th element 

𝑚   Membrane 

𝑡ℎ   Thermal 
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